
Invitation to Sponsor
Report on US Sustainable, Responsible 
and Impact Investing Trends - 2018 Edition

We invite you to demonstrate your institution’s leadership in sustainable, responsible and impact 
investing (SRI) by sponsoring the “Trends Report”—the most frequently cited resource on the growth 
of SRI in the United States. Since 1995, the “Trends Report” has been the definitive overview of the 
institutions, organizations and money managers that consider environmental, social and corporate 
governance (ESG) criteria to generate long-term competitive financial returns and positive societal 
impact.

 We expect to publish Trends in November 2018; we will recognize sponsors on our website starting 
January 2018.  To learn more about sponsorship, contact Meg Voorhes at mvoorhes@ussif.org.

Sponsors are recognized not only in the full report, but in the report’s Executive Summary, which is downloadable  
and free of charge from US SIF’s website and continues to attract attention and press coverage until 
publication of the next Trends Report. We will also recognize sponsors in the US SIF, in the US SIF 
Foundation Annual Report, at the US SIF annual conference, and in the Trends press release,  in four editions 
of US SIF’s monthly newsletter in 2018, and in the 2018 Global Sustainable Investment Review. Invitation to the 
launch event. We present sponsors' logos - with links to the sponsors' website - on the honor roll Trends 
Report page of the US SIF website.

2018 TREND REPORT SPONSORSHIP AVAILABILITY

VISIONARY - $17,500
($20,000/non-member, sold out)

Your firm’s full-page ad on back cover of Trends, 
recognition in four tweets from US SIF’s Twitter 
account highlighting your sponsorship, opportunity 
to make brief remarks at the launch event, and 20 
complimentary hard copies .

BENEFACTOR - $14,000
($16,000/non-member, 2 remaining)

Your firm’s full-page ad in Trends, recognition in two 
tweets from US SIF’s Twitter account highlighting 
your sponsorship, and 20 complimentary hard 
copies.

LEAD SPONSOR - $10,500 
($12,000/non-member, 4 remaining)

Your firm’s ½ page ad in Trends, and 15 
complimentary hard copies. 

GENERAL SPONSOR - $7,000
($8,000/non-member, 8 remaining)

Your firm’s ¼ page ad in Trends, and 10 
complimentary hard copies.

Trends provides valuable market research by identifying and documenting the ESG themes and 
developments of growing interest to investors. The 2016 edition summarized the ESG strategies 
of 300 money managers, 477 institutional asset owners and more than 1,000 community 
investing institutions and found that they account for more than one out of five dollars of the 
assets under professional management in the United States.  
No other report provides a detailed breakdown of the professional assets under management—
across all asset classes—that are engaged in SRI and ESG investing strategies.
Trends lists the mutual and exchange-traded funds, money managers and institutional asset 
owners that engage in shareowner engagement on ESG issues or consider these criteria in their 
investment portfolio selection.

http://www.ussif.org/trends
http://www.ussif.org/content.asp?contentid=82
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